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“Laura Wiess’s masterful prose kept me turning the pages. This is the first book in a very long time that
made me say, ‘Wish I’d written this’” (Ellen Hopkins, author of Crank, on Such a Pretty Girl).

Laura Wiess captures the visceral emotion of a girl’s journey from innocence to devastating loss and,
ultimately, to a strange and unexpected kind of understanding—in this beautiful and painfully honest
new novel.

Are there any answers when someone you love makes a tragic choice?

Before and After. That’s how Rowan Areno sees her life now. Before: she was a normal sixteen-year-old—a
little too sheltered by her police officer father and her mother. After: everything she once believed has been
destroyed in the wake of a shattering tragedy, and every day is there to be survived.

If she had known, on that Friday in March when she cut school, that a random stranger’s shocking crime
would have traumatic consequences, she never would have left campus. If the crime video never went viral,
maybe she could have saved her mother, grandmother—and herself—from the endless replay of heartache
and grief.

Finding a soul mate in Eli, a witness to the crime who is haunted by losses of his own, Rowan begins to see
there is no simple, straightforward path to healing wounded hearts. Can she learn to trust, hope, and believe
in happiness again?
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From reader reviews:

Martin Sanchez:

The book Me Since You can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why
must we leave a good thing like a book Me Since You? A few of you have a different opinion about guide.
But one aim that will book can give many info for us. It is absolutely correct. Right now, try to closer using
your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; you are able to
share all of these. Book Me Since You has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great and large function
for you. You can appearance the enormous world by available and read a publication. So it is very
wonderful.

Corrina Sutton:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoy it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
details. When you read a e-book you will get new information mainly because book is one of many ways to
share the information or their idea. Second, looking at a book will make anyone more imaginative. When
you studying a book especially fiction book the author will bring you to imagine the story how the people do
it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to some others. When you read this Me Since You,
you can tells your family, friends and soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge can inspire average, make
them reading a guide.

Thomas Hayden:

Beside this Me Since You in your phone, it might give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge or info.
The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh through the oven so don't always be worry if
you feel like an aged people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Me Since You because this
book offers for you readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you rarely get what it's all
about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable arrangement here cannot be
questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss that? Find this book as
well as read it from right now!

Clara Duke:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got learners? We believe that that concern
was given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. And also you
know that little person just like reading or as reading become their hobby. You have to know that reading is
very important and also book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except
your personal teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update concerning something by book. Numerous
books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is niagra Me Since You.
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